JSSC WORKSHOP ON CHEMISTRY AT GGIS
Gyan Ganga International School organized two days long workshop on 28th April
2017 at “Praavah” auditorium in the school campus which was organized in
collaboration by Y. Hamied Inspirational Teacher Development Programme by RSC
supported by association of Chemistry Teachers and ANCQ which was sponsored
by JSSC. The Resource People for the same were Dr. Vimla Day and Dr. Brajesh
Pare.
The workshop was organized with an objective of making the subject easy, simple
and more assessable and interesting not only for students but also for teaching
faculties. More than 50 teachers participated in the workshop.
Resource person dealt with all the crucial topics and principles related to the
subject. They made the explanation more interesting by organizing various
activities. The session were made more interesting by the participants by raising
en-number of questions and queries. The resource person made the explanation
of the topics easier by using everyday devices materials and resources. They also
made the classroom teaching more effective by giving various techniques &
performing the practical with low cost classroom devices.
Speaking on the occasion Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Principal of Gyan Ganga
International School thanked Resource Persons Dr. Vimla Day & Dr. Brijesh Pare.
He also extended his heartfelt thanks to all the teachers who were the incredible
participants and had made the two days long workshop and a grand success. He
also expressed his gratitude to the organizers, RSC & JSSC for planning and
bringing out such activities which will not only help the teachers & students from
time to time but also help in making the education more demonstrative and
effective.
In the same sequence valedictory function was conducted for the dignitaries and
felicitation was done of the resource persons by presenting a token of love and
presented mementos.

